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The suspended particles are approximated by spheres and the diffraction problem for a fluid sphere in a 
fluid medium is solved taking into consideration viscosity and thermal conduction. The results are discussed 
numerically for water droplets in air and a satisfactory agreement with Knudsen's attenuation measurements 
in water fog is found. 
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polar angle 
wave number of viscous wave 

wavelength of viscous wave 
coefficient of compressional viscosity 
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p density 
a=r/oCp thermometric conductivity 

r thermal conductivity 
•v compressional potential 
(I, thermal potential 
• azimuthal angle 
ß dissipation function 

x = r/r' ratio of conductivities 
•= rG/ r'G' ratio 

• angular frequency 

1. INTRODUCTION 

HE earliest theoretical treatment of the problem 
of sound absorption in fogs was given by SewelD 

In his work the fog particles were approximated by 
small, rigid• and fixed spheres embedded in a viscous 
fluid without thermal conductivity. Later a model 
closer to the actual conditions was analyzed by the 
senior author. • To the free small spherical obstacles rep- 
resenting the particles of a suspension were attributed 
the properties either of viscous fluids or of elastic solids. 
However, thermal conductivity was left out of account. 

The investigation now in progress has the purpose of 
making the description complete by taking into consid- 
eration both the viscosity and the thermal conductivity. 
The present paper presents that part of the general 
theory which is concerned with the effect caused by fluid 
spheres embedded in a fluid medium. Moreover, the 
reduction of the general results to explicit formulas of 
attenuation is restricted in this publication to the case 
of liquid droplets suspended in gases, with particular 
attention to water particles in air. 

In general, the effects of viscosity and of heat conduc- 
tion are intermingled; but within the approximation in 
which a certain small dimensionless parameter, ('/-1) 
,,',a/q (see table of notations), may be treated as negli- 
gible, the attenuation/• can be divided into two parts 

In practice this division is always permissible since 
the parameter in question is, even at frequencies as high 
as 10 • cycles, less than 0.001 in air and considerably 
smaller in water. 

• C. J. T. Sewell, Phil. Trans. (A)210, 239 (1910). 
• Paul S. Epstein in Applied Mechanics (Theodore yon Karman 

Anniversary Volume, 1941), p. 162. 
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Ft. 1. Auxiliary curves. 

The first term may be called the coefficient of viscous 
attenuation because it depends on the coefficient of 
viscosity 7. Its form is the same as that obtaining in a 
viscous and nonconducting medium, so that its mathe- 
matical expressions are identical with those found by 
Epstein in the paper referred to. When the incident 
acoustical wave is long compared with the radius R 
of the droplet the explicit formula is with sufficient 
accuracy (compare Sec. 15) 

•,= (6•rR/q)nvY,, 16z • 

Y, = (1+ z) 16z•+ 7 2/•z'a+ 81 •2(1+ 2z+ 2z ø-) J 
0.2) 

with the abbreviation z= (o•/2v)•R (in air). 
In a similar way, the second term must be designated 

as the coefficient of thermal attenuation. Under the con- 

ditions just mentioned its explicit expression is as 
follows. 

•= (4•rR/q)n(q,-- Y,=lq-y, 
(1.3) 

with y and y' representing the combination (o•/2v)•R in 
air and water, respectively. Formula (1.3) is valid only 
for y'>8.0. A more involved expression for y'<l.2 is 
given in Sec. 16, formula (16.2). For the intermediate 
region the values must be inferred from Fig. 1. 

The only experimental evidence accurate enough to 
test our theory is afforded by Knudsen's measurements 
of the reverberation time in chambers filled with an 

artificially produced water fog? As discussed in detail 
in Sec. 17, we find an agreement which we consider en- 
tirely sufficient. 

It seems appropriate to close the introduction by say- 
ing a word about the physical mechanism of the com- 
paratively large attenuation given by Eqs. (1.2) and 
(1.3). Whenever a compressional acoustic wave falls on 
a surface of discontinuity, there are produced--in 
addition to the reflected and transmitted compressional 
waves--waves of two other kinds spreading from the 

• Knudsen, Wilson, and Anderson, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 20, 849 
094o). 

surface to both sides. In either medium there arises a 

highly damped longitudinal wave and a highly damped 
transverse wave. The energy loss is due to the practi- 
cally complete absorption of the four additional waves in 
very thin layers of the two media. 

2. FUNDAMENTALS 

The theory of this paper is based on the hydro- 
dynamic equations of conservation subject to certain 
assumptions and simplifications which it will be well to 
enumerate. 

(1) The equation of conservation of momentum is 
used in the Stokes-Navier form. The additional terms 

representing thermal stresses and required by the kinetic 
theory of gases are of necessity neglected because their 
exact structure is known only for rarefied gases. It is 
known, however, that in fluids they are small and would 
not change the result to a greater extent than 1 to 2 
percent. 

(2) Phenomena of relaxation have little bearing on 
our subject and will be considered to lie outside the 
scope of the investigation. 

(3) We shall assume the system to be in a quasi- 
steady state so that the gradual changes in the mean 
temperature and pressure (brought about by the ab- 
sorption ) can be neglected over the time of the experi- 
ment. The possibility of partial vaporization of the 
droplets will be set aside also. 

(4) In view of the small numerical values of velocity 
and pressure even in vigorous sound waves, we shall 
restrict ourselves to first- and second-order terms in 

these quantities. In keeping with this, it is permissible 
to neglect the variability of the coefficients of viscosity 
and heat conduction with temperature and to treat them 
as constants. 

(5) On the other hand, our treatment will be more 
general than usual in one particular respect. The sim- 
plifying assumption will not be made that the com- 
pressional (or "second") coefficient of viscosity vanishes. 
Instead, it will be retained throughout the investigation, 
and the components of the viscous stress tensor will be 
written in terms of the strain tensor, 

e,i= ( Ov,/ Oxi) + ( Ovi/ Ox,), (2.1) 

and of the Kronecker symbol &i (equal to 1 for i= j and 
to 0 for i•j) in the following form 

P•i = ne•i-•(n -•)V. v &•, (2.2) 

where t• denotes the coefficient of compressional and n 
of shear viscosity. 

3. THE CONSERVATION EQUATIONS 

The equation of continuity (conservation of mass) 
and the Stokes-Navier equations (conservation of 
momentum) are so well known that we shall write them 
down without further comment. Here, as in the follow- 
ing sections, we shall avail ourselves of Einstein's 
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summation convention. 

--+--(0v j) =0, (3.1) 
Ot Ox 

Ovj Ovj 
0 q-ore --=0. (3.2) 

Ot 

By Pii is denoted the total stress tensor including the 
hydrostatic pressure p, 

Pij = -piSij'q-pli. (3.3) 

Hence, the second equation can be written in the 
more explicit form 

0v 

•+ (•v. V)v= -- Vp+N•/V(V.v)- •VX VXv, (3.4) 
dt 

where the number N is an abbreviation for 

N= (4/3)(1+•/2•). (3.5) 

The energy equation is less common but can be also 
found in literature? 

Ou Ou Ovl 0 [OT\ 
O--+Ovc•+p------'Iq---{r--]=O. (3.6) 

Ot Oxi Ox• Oxi\ Ox•! 

The symbol • represents here the viscous dissipation 
function 

-' (3.7) 

In the interest of the next section we give an alterna- 
tive expression of the energy equation obtained by 
using the relation 
resulting from Eq. (3.1). 

/O O \ [O a \ 
p l--+,•---)u+ p l--+ v•-•l (1/o) 

\ Ot Oxj! \ Ot 

--'Iq--w-lr--J =0. (3.8) 
Oxi\ Oxi! 

4. THE DISSIPATED I*.NERGY 

It is our intention to determine what fraction of the 

energy of the sound waves is absorbed or converted 
into a form unavailable to the acoustic field. In the 

language of thermodynamics this energy is degraded or 
dissipated, a process which is accompanied by an irre- 
versible entropy increase. The forces of viscosity pro- 
duce energy degradation to an extent represented-- 
per unit time and volume•by the viscous dissipation 
function •. Further degradation of energy is caused 
by the currents of thermal conduction circulating in the 
field. This process was studied by Tolman and Fine 5 

4 For example, A. Busemann, "Gasdynamik," Harutbuch der 
Experimentalphyslk (Edwards Brothers, Inc., Ann Arbor, 1940), 
Vol. IV, p. 1. 

• R. C. Tolman and P. C. Fine, Revs. Modem Phys. 20, 51 
0948). 

who found that the energy made unavailable by it is 
given by the thermal dissipation function 

•,: (•/r)(vr) •. (4.•) 

It will be necessary to give the derivation for the case 
when the two processes are taking place simultaneously 
in order to insure that the two effects are additive. We 
consider a volume V of the field, limited by the station- 
ary surface F and write the equation of the entropy 
balance, as used by the authors just mentioned • 

(0 ot) fvOSdV=-- frosv•dF+ f ?/T)(OT/Ox•)dF 
+ (o/ot) fvsg. 

The left side represents the total rate of change of 
the entropy in the volume V, which is well defined, since 
the entropy is a function of the sta'te. The right side 
represents the sources of this entropy, namely, the 
entropy carried in by a flow of matter, the entropy due 
to the heat flow through the surface, and the irreversible 
entropy S• created per unit volume through dissipative 
processes. When all terms are transformed into volume 
integrals and Eq. (3.1) is used, the condition becomes 

= (O/Ot)Si,,. (4.2) 

The change of entropy s depends only on the initial 
and final state and must be evaluated by considering a 
reversible (infinitely slow) process connecting these 
states. In the entropy differential, as = Ou+ Ow, relating 
to such a process the stress tensor P•i of Eq. (3.3) is 
reduced to -p because the velocities vanish. Hence, 
the element of work becomes Ow= pO(1/•) and the first 
term may be transformed by applying Eq. (3.8) into 

T\ Ot Ox i ] \ Ot Ox i] 
1 r o / OT\] 

TL Oxi\ Ox•! J 

Returning to (4.2), we find 

Because of the relation TVS•=VEa• the degraded 
energy Edi• is indeed represented by the sum of the 
two dissipation functions, •+'1%. 

It is important to notice that the expressions (3.5) 
and (4.1) are quadratic in the small quantities v and 
VT. As stated in Sec. 2, we intend to limit the accuracy 
of computing the dissipation effect to terms of the 
second order. Therefore, we need to know v and VT 
themselves only to terms of the first order. In other 
words, we can obtain all the desired results with 
lineari zed equations. 
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5. EQUATIONS OF THE ACOUSTIC FIELD 

The acoustic equations are obtained by linearizing 
the conservation laws of Sec. 3. For this purpose the 
variables must be expanded to the first order. We 
characterize by the subscript 0 the normal values of the 
variables (in the absence of an acoustic field) and by the 
subscript 1 the small deviations resulting from the 
field. 

•= t0+m, p=po+P•,[ (5.1) 
T= To-F T•, u=uoq-u•.J 

Further, v itself and all the derivatives (for instance, 
Ot/Ot=Ot•/Ot) are quantities of the first order. Re- 
taining in Eqs. (3.1), (3.4), and (3.6) only first-order 
terms, we obtain for them the linearized form 

at/at+ p0v- v = o, (5.2) 

poOv/Ot+ Vp-N,iV(V.v)+•VXVXv=O, (5.3) 
poOu/Ot+poV. v -- rV•T = O. (5.4) 

In the last equation use is made of the simplifying 
assumption that r is a constant, as mentioned in Sec. 3. 

Our next objective is to eliminate from the system 
the v•riables ix, Px, and u•. To accomplish this we have 
at our disposal two additional equations, namely, the 
thermal and the caloric equations of state, which we 
write in the general form 

p=p(p, T), u=u(p, T). (5.5) 

It is convenient to replace the symbol of differentia- 
tion with respect to time by a dot (/• •- Ou/00. Then, we 
can write 

i•= (Ou/Ot)rtS-½ (Ou/or),•', (5.6) 

vp= (op/ot),vt,+ (op/or) •7T. (5.7) 

These expressions must be also linearized, so that the 
partials of u and p refer to the normal state of the 
medium and must be regarded as constant over the 
field. These partials can be reduced to more familiar 
quantities in the following way. If q is the adiabatic 
velocity of sound and 't=C•,/C•, the ratio of specific 
heats, 

(op/ot,)•.=qV% (5.8) 

Further, we can make use of the thermodynamic 
relations 

(au/ar)•=C, (5.9) 

(ap/or), = 9o(3,- 1)c./o•ro, (5.m) 

where Cu is the specific heat at constant volume and 
•=-(1/t0)(Ot/aT)• the coefficient of thermal ex- 
pansion. An alternative expression is 

(Oplar)• = -(OplOt)r(Ot,/OT)•=½too•/'v, (5.11) 

whence comparing with (5.10) 

-•&- 1)Cu= q•r0. (5.12) 

Further, 

Po•( OU/ O P )• '---- Pt -- ro( Op/ or) • 
=po-to(T-1)C,/a. (5.13) 

To carry out the elimination, it is necessary to differ- 
entiate the Eq. (5.7) with respect to time. Besides, t5 is 
expressed from (5.2). Thus, we obtain 

i•---- to(OU/Op)a.V.vq-C•', } (5.14) = - 1)c/r03v. 

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (5.4) and the 
equation 

O•v [ Ov\ 0v 

(obtained from (5.3) by differentiating with respect to 
time), we find as our results 

•WT- •'= (•- 1)(1/•)v.,-, 

0% . , ! 0v\ 

•v 

+ •vx vx--= - 

(s.•s) 

The new abbreviations are the kinematic viscosity 
v= •/t0 and the thermometric conductivity a= 

6. THE ACOUSTIC POTENTIALS 

We shall be interested only in periodic states of our 
field in which all quantities of the first order have a time 
dependence expressed by the factor exp(-ic0t). Under 
these circumstances the partial differentiation with 
respect to time is equivalent to the multiplication by 

o/at= -it,. (6.1) 

This reduces our field equations to the form 

('t- 1)(l/a)V-v= 3,aWT-kicoT, 

.,•v+ (qV•-/o,•v•)v(v- v) 
+/•,vx vx•= - (/•q•/•)vT. 

To simplify writing we shall replace in the following 
Tx by T, understanding under T only the deviation of 
the temperature due to the field. According to 
Clebsch's theorem, the vector v can be always repre- 
sented in terms of a scalar potential ½ and a vector 
potential A as 

v= -V½+VXA, (6.2) 

imposing on A the condition V-A= 0. 
The first equation gives then 

wv•r+•r+ (• - 1)(1/•)•0= o, (6.3) 

showing that T is a function of • only. 
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The second equation leads to 

V[•'½+ (q•/? - i,.,Nv) W½ - (i•q'a/?) r• 
= vX E•2A+ i•ovvx vx A-I. 

It is easy to see that the right and the left sides must 
vanish separately. Without loss of generality we can 
write (because of V.A= 0) 

v•2A+ i•oA = 0, (6.4) 

aT-- -(i•/q2)O-[(i/w)+Nv•/q•W½. (6.5) 

Substituting this into (6.3) and introducing the 
notations e, f for the two small numbers 

e= Nv•o/q •, f= a•o/q •, (6.6) 

we obtain for 0 an equation of the biharmonic type 

0+ (q/•o)2[-1 -i(e+ Tf)-]W½ - (q/•o)•f(if+e'•)V•½ = O. 
This can be reduced to 

(Wq-k•)(Wq-K2)½= 0, (6.7) 
where 

1/k • I q• 

1/ K• l = •-• t l-i(eq-'Y f) 
-4-[1- 2ie- 2if(•- 2)- (e- •,f)•-]q. (6.8) 

?. PROPERTIES OF THE SEVERAL SOUND WAVES 

Since k 2 and K • are never equal, the general solution 
of Eq. (6.7) is 

½= •o-t-'I', (7.1) 

where the two terms satisfy two ordinary wave equa- 
tions 

•2qo+k•o= 0, •2aa+/C2• = 0. (7.2) 

To these two scalar potentials must be joined the 
vector potential A whose Eq. (6.4) can be written 
in the form 

V•A+ K•A = 0. (7.3) 

Correspondingly, Our medium can support two kinds 
of longitudinal and one kind of transverse waves. The 
wave numbers of the longitudinal, k and K, are given 
by the expression (6.8). To terms of second order in the 
small numbers e,f, we find 

1/k •= (q/o•)•[-1 -ie-i('• - 1)f-½ (•, - 1)f(e- f)-], 
l/K2= - (q/•o)• f[iq - ('y - 1)(e 

Even for extremely high frequencies, of the order of 
10 6 cycles, e and f are of the order 10 -s in air and much 
smaller in water. Hence, for all practical purposes, the 
second-order terms may be neglected. Within this 
approximation we may write 

k--(•o/q){lq-«i[Nvq-(.y-1)a3•o/q2•}, (7.4) 

K= ( l +i)(•/2a)•, (7.5) 

K= ( l q-i)(•o/2v)•. (7.6) 

Considering the plane wave solutions of the form 
exp(ikx), etc. of Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3), we see that the 
potential •o represents the ordinary compressional wave 
with the wavelength l=2•r/k=2,rq/co and with the 
slight damping coefficient 

[•o = [Nv+ (? - 1) •3•o¾q a, (7.7) 

first given by Kirchhoff. 
As the dependence on a implies, the existence of the 

longitudinal wave given by the potential ,I, is the result 
of thermal conduction and, therefore, we call it the 
thermal wave. The wavelength L=Dr(2v/co)i is very 
much shorter than 1 of the compressional wave, as is 
shown in the table of physical constants in Sec. 17. 
The damping length (or distance in which the intensity 
declines by l/e) is still shorter, being L/2r. 

Similar conditions obtain in the transverse wave of 

the vector potential A which, for obvious reasons, we 
call the viscous wave. It has a wavelength, X= 2•r(2v/•o)•, 
of the same order as the viscous wave, and its damping 
length is X/2•-. 

8. THE DIFFRACTION PROBLEM 

We consider a plane compressional wave falling on a 
spherical obstacle of radius R. Let the medium outside 
the sphere be characterized by unprimed variables and 
parameters and the medium inside by primed. We use 
for the description of the field polar coordinates r, ½, •k 
with the origin in the center of the sphere and the polar 
axis in the direction of propagation of the incident 
wave, whose potential, •oo=exp(ikr cos0), can be ex- 
panded in the standard way (compare Appendix C2 for 
definitions of spherical and cylindrical harmonics) 

•,o = • i"(2n+ 1)j.(kr)P.(cosO). (8.1) 
•=0 

The presence of the sphere gives rise to six additional 
waves. Three of them are in the unprimed medium, 
namely, the reflected compressional wave •on, so that 

• = •p0q- qo/2, 

a thermal Wave el, and a viscous wave A. Because of the 

axial symmetry, of the components A •, Ao, A • the first 
two will vanish and only A •= A need be considered. 
In the usual way we write for them the expansions 

A • 

• i•(2n+ 1)A •h,,(kr)P•(cosO), 

5-]. i"(2nq - 1)B,h,(Kr)P,(cosO), 
n=O 

• i"(2n+ 1)C,,h,,(.r)P,,•(cosO). 

(8.2) 
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Similarly, for the interior of the sphere 

•'= • i•(2nq- 1)A •'j•(k'r)P,,(cosO), 

ß '= • i•(2nq - 1)B •'j, (K'r)P •(cos0), 

A '= • i•(2nq- 1)C dj•( dr)P d(cosO). 

(8.3) 

The coefficients A • to Cd are six series of constants 
which must be determined by the six boundary condi- 
tions which obtain at the surface r--R. The velocity 
components, the stress components acting on the surface 
elements, the temperature and the heat flow are all 
continuous for r--R. As v½=Pr½--0 from symmetry, 
there remain the conditions 

Vr = V/, •0-= •;0 t, T= T' J,.=J,.', (8.4) 
9. EXPLICIT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

We list the expressions in polar coordinates of the 
quantities entering into the conditions (8.4). From Eq. 
(6.2) 

V r -- 

0½ 1 0 (A sin0), t Or r sin0 00 

10½ 0_(0 ' 
r O0 r Or 

From (6.5) and (7.2) 

(9.1) 

T= g•q-Gq,. (9.2) 

The coefficients g, G can be calculated rigorously, but for 
the purposes of this paper it will be sufficient to apply 
the same accuracy as used in the expression (7.5) for K, 
i.e., to neglect terms of the orders e and f compared 
with 1. This also implies the omission of the second term 
in the bracket of Eq. (6.5). The result is 

g=-iø•('•-l)/aq•=--iøq•Tø/rG' } (9.3) G= (ore) -1, g/G= - ('•-- 1)k•/K •. 

The pressure is obtained by substituting (6.2) in 
(5.3) and canceling the terms depending on the vector 
potential A because of the relation (7.3). We write, 
moreover, p instead of Pl and omit the sign V in all 
terms of the equation 

P= - i'.'•0½ -N,/•½, (9.4) 

finally omitting terms of order (k/K) • as in the preced- 

ing equations. 

P= -i•øoø( qq-Q•')' l (9.5) 
Q = 1- N•/•. |' 

An alternative way of obtaining the pressure follows 
from the fact that the operation V may be canceled in 
Eq. (5.14), and the dots may be replaced by the factor 
-i,.,. This leads to 

p = (q2t•o/?)[otT - (i/,.,)V. v']. (9.6) 

This relation will be useful in Sec. 13. However, to 
obtain from it the formula (9.5), it is necessary to use 
more accurate expressions of G and K than those given 
in Eqs. (9.3) and (7.5). 

The stress components expressed in terms of our 
potentials ½= •q-• and A are as follows 

pr•=icopo(qoq_MqO+ 2• { Or e 

q- sin0(--Aq- sin0 00[ \ r • r• ' 
(9.7) 

P,o=• --2• ; Or r! \Or • 

+1 lr 1 0 sin0)]} r' •-•[s•nO •-•(A . 
Within our approximation 

M= 1-2v/•r. (9.8) 

We introduce the further abbreviations 

a= kR, b= KR, c= r.R, (9.9) 

moreover, all the quantities relating to the interior of 
the sphere will be primed. 

The further procedure is now obvious. With the help 
of the series (8.1), (8.2), (8.3) all the quantities of this 

TABLE I. (R=0.002 cm) 

Cycles 
Medium 10 a 104 lO s 10 • 

Air 

Water 

Ig/GI 4.42 XlO -• 4.42 XlO-a 4.42 XlO -s 4.42 X10-½ 
l(cm) 34.4 3.44 0,344 0.0344 
a 3.66 X 10-s 3.66 X 10-a 3.66 )< 10 -a 0.366 
a• 1.34 X 10-• 1.34 X 10 -s 1.34 X 10-• 0.134 
L(cm) 5.15 XlO-• 1.63 XlO-I 5.15 XlO-a 1.63 XlO-a 
Reb •:y 0.244 0.772 2.44 7.72 
{b{'=2y• 0.119 1.19 11.9 119 
X(cm) 4.32 X10-• 1.40 >•10 -a 4.32 X10-a 1.40 X10-a 
Re½ =• 0.284 0.897 2.84 8.97 
1•1•=2• • 0.161 1.61 16.1 161 

g,'/G' I 1.44 XlO-• 1.44 X 10 -u 1.44 XlO -tø 1.44 X 10 -• 
' •,crn ) 145 14.5 1.45 O. 145 

d' 8.66 X 10-• 8.66 X 10 -4 8.66'X 10 -a 8.66 X 10-• 
a '• 7.52 X 10 '-• 7.52 XlO -• 7.52 X10 -• 7.52 X10 -a 
L'(cm) 4.14 •< 10-• 1.35 X10 -s 4.14 X10 -½ 1.35 X10-• 
Reb' =y' 2.93 9.27 29.3 92.7 
b' • •2y': 17.20 172 1720 17 200 

• (era) 1.18 X10-1 3.72 X10 -a 1,18 X10-s 3.72 X10-4 
Red =g' 1.07 3.38 10.7 33.8 
Ic'l: =2• '• 2.28 22.8 228 2280 
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section are converted into expansions with respect to 
spherical harmonics which are then substituted into the 
conditions (8.4) setting r=R. After the application of 
Eq. (C1) of Appendix C, only zonal spherical harmonics 
are left, and their coefficients on both sides are equated. 
As a result the following six series of equations are ob- 
tained, for n>/1. 

ajn'(a) + A •ah •'(a) + B,bh •'(b) 
-C•n(n+ 1)h•(c) = A •' a'j •'(a') 
q- B n'b'jn'(b') -C•' n(nq- 1) j• (c'); 

j•(a)+ `4 •h•(a)+ B •h•(b) 
-C.[h •(c) +chn'(c) ] = A .'j(a') 
+B,'/,(b') -C •'[j ,(c') + c' h,' ( c') 3 ; 

g[-jn(a)+`4 ,h,(a) ]+GB.h.(b) 
= g'A .'j.(a')+G'B.'jn(b'); 

r{g[aj.'(a)+.4 •ah.'(a)]+GB•bh.'(b)} 
: r'{g'•l •'a'j,'(a')+S'B.'b'j.'(O')}; 

• { [aj ,'(a) - j .(a) 3q- A ,[ah ,'(a) - h .(a) • 
+B,[bhg(b) -h,(b)] (9.10) 
-«c•[½2•" (c)+ (n• +,• - 2 )•,•(½) 3} 
= •'{.4 •'[•'j.'(•') - j•(•')] 

- «C•'[½'•j,"(½ ') q- (n•q-n - 2)j,(½')]}; 
n{[dj.(a) - 2a•j,"(a) ] 

q- A ,[dh,(a) - 2a•h,"(a) ] 
+ B,[Mdh,(b) - 2b2h,"(b) ] 
+ 2n(nq- 1)C,[ch,' (c) -h,(c)]} 
= ,•'{.4 •'[c'•j.(a ') - 2a'•j."(a')] 
+B .'[M'c'=j.(O ') - 
q- 2n(n+ 1)C•'[c'j,'(c') - j,(c')]}. 

In the particular case n= 0 the second and the fifth 
equations are identically satisfied, while in the re- 
mainder the terms with C,, C,' disappear. Hence, the 
system is reduced to four equations with four unknowns 
written out in Appendix A as Eq. (AI.1). 

10. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE 
COEFFICIENTS 

The main purpose of the present paper is to compare 
the theoretical results with the actual conditions in 
natural and artificial fogs. The radii of the fog particles 
for which data are available lie between R = 4X 10 -acm 
and R--2X 10 -a cm. The maximum values of a • and a '• 
for the different frequencies, are, therefore, apparent 
from the following table. 

We see that in the whole of our range (of up to 10 • 
cycles) a 2 and a '• are very small numbers which can be 
safely neglected compared with 1. Other numbers which 
we shall consider negligible (compared with one) are the 
ratios k•/I• and k•/• • (including the case that the 
numerator or the denominator or both are primed). 
Indeed these are smaller than 10 -• in the entire fre- 

quency interval which is of interest to us. This means 
that we must neglect aa/ba<<l, a•/d<<l, g/G<<l (also 
g'/G', a'2/b '• etc.). All these ratios are of the order of 
magnitude ka/K • as follows from the definitions (9.9) 
and (9.3). 

As shown in Appendix A, the coefficients of the order 
n= 0 can be expressed in terms of the function 

•0(•) j0(b') 

- (lo.1) 
The only coefficient of interest to us is 

A0= -«ia(a • - •a '•) -ia(g/G)(1 - •)2F -•, (10.2) 
where 

•=Gr/G'r t. 

Turning to the coefficients of the next order (n= 1) 
the following auxiliary functions must be defined 

Q(c') = c'j•(c') - 2(1 - •) i•(c'), ] 
L = h•(c)Q(c') - •h,(c)j•(c'), • 
D=[3•h•(½)+2(•-l)h0(c)•Q(½') I ,0.3) 

- •(•q- 2)½h•(½)j•(c'),J 
with 

,• •/•'. 00.4) 

The coefficient important to us is 

3A •= -iaa( • - 1)LID. (10.5) 

The orders n = 0 and n = 1 are sufficient for our pur- 
pose. Every following order contains an additional 
factor a • •o that the convergence is rapid when a • is 
small. 

11, THE ENERGY DISSIPATION 

As shown in Sec. 4, the energy absorption per unit 
time and volume is represented by the sum of the two 
dissipation functions •P•q-•I,, defined by Eqs. (3.7) and 
(4.1). Considering first the viscous term, we can write, 
in view of the definitions (2.1) and (3.3), 

q•= (Ovi/Oxi)po= (Ovi/Oxl)Poq-pV' v 
= O(viPi•)/Ox•-v•OPiffOxi+pV'v, 

or with the help of Eq. (3.2), bearing in mind that we 
need only first-order terms, 

•= O(vsPo)/Ox•-«O(Oza)/Ot+pV.v. (11.1) 

We shall designate by W, the time average of the 
total energy loss in a volume V of the acoustic field 
within the surface F. It is obvious that the second term 
will give no contribution to this quantity, so that 

W•-- fv(vi. Py•)•,dFq- f (PV'v)a,dV. 
The factors entering into the products under the signs 

of the integral are periodic of the frequency co. If we 
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wish to represent them in the complex form, introduced 
in Sec. 6, omitting the time factor exp(-iwt), we must 
write [compare Appendix B, Eq. (B1.2)'I 

W,=«Re f vi*P,adF+«Re f p*V.vdV. (11.2) 
Here the symbols Po and p do not contain the hydro- 
static pressure. The star indicates the complex conjugate 
and Re means the real part of the following expression. 

Turning to the thermal dissipation, we notice that 

(VT) 2= V. (TVT) - rVaT. (11.3) 

Therefore, the total mean thermal dissipation takes 
the form 

(11.4) 

12. CALCULATION OF THE SURFACE INTEGRALS 

We wish to determine the total absorption in the 
space inside and the space outside the droplet. Hence, 
the surface integrals must be extended over the surfaces 
limiting these two spaces. For the inner space, F is the 
surface of the droplet; the outer space is limited from 
within again by the surface of the sphere, from without 
by the infinite surface which we shall choose as a sphere 
of infinite radius (r--•oo) with its center in the center 
of the droplet. Examining the structure of the inte- 
grands of the two surface integrals in Eqs. (11.2) and 
(11.4), we notice that the factors of which they consist 
are all continuous at the surface of the droplet in view 
of the boundary conditions (8.4). Therefore, the two 
integrals over this surface are mutually canceled and 
only the integral over the infinite sphere remains. This 
fact greatly simplifies the calculation; indeed the 
strongly damped potentials q, and A vanish in infinity 
and give no contribution to the integrals. Hence, only 
the dependence of the integrands on •o= •0q- qn needs 
to be considered. 

As shown in Appendix B 

= -- 2rp(o•/k)E (2n+ 1) (ReA ,+ A •A (12.1) 

As compared with this expression, the surface inte- 
gral in Eq. (11.4) is multiplied by a factor of the order 
r[gl•/oopTo which can be written, with help of Eqs. 
(9.3) and (5.10), as As 
pointed out in Sec. 10, this is a negligible number, and 
hence this integral gives no contribution. Therefore, 
(12.1) represents the total amount contributed by the 
surface integrals. 

13. CALCULATION OF THE VOLUME INTEGRALS AND 
OF THE FINAL EXPRESSION 

The second of the volume integrals, the one contained 
in Eq. (11.4) can be transformed by using Eq. (5.15) in 
the modified form 

VaT = (1/'•½)•q-(paq•To/'yr)V'v, (13.1) 
which follows from Eq. (5.12) and the definition of 
r= ?a9oC•. Inasmuch as the time average of the term 
TiP vanishes, the sum of the volume integrals in (11.3) 
and (11.4) becomes 

I• = Re•[p*-- (pqaa/'y) T*']V. vdV, 
but we see from Eq. (9.6) that this is equal to 

Ir=«Re(iqapo/7•)• [ V.vl2dV:O, (13.2) 

since a purely imaginary number has no real part. 
This remarkable result means a very important 

practical simplification, because the expression (12.1) 
represents now the total effect. We can write as our 
final formula 

W=W•W, 
= - 2,r•(.•/k)12(2n+ 1)(ReA •+ I A •ls). (13.3) 

14. EXPLICIT EXPRESSIONS FOR THE ATTENUATION 

We know from the calculations of Sec. 10 that of all 
the coefficients A, only the first two, A0 and A,, are 
significant. Even these quantities are so small that the 
products A 0*A 0, A •*A • are of the order of the neglected 
higher coefficients and thus must be considered negli- 
gible in their turn. Hence, the expression (13.3) reduces 
to 

W= -2rp(,.,/k)Re(Ao+3A1). (14.1) 

This represents the energy loss caused by one 
suspended particle. If our medium contains n particles 
per cubic centimeter, the total energy loss per unit 
volume and unit time will be nW. To obtain the relative 
energy loss or the attenuation per unit length of the path, 
this quantity must be divided by the energy E0 which 
the primary wave carries in unit time across a normal 
unit area. Within the required approximation the pri~ 
mary wave, having the potential •0 of Eq. (8.1), may 
be taken as nonviscous and nonconducting. It is then 
easily deduced from the field equations (3.1), (3.2), 
and (3.3) that the mean energy flow is 
= «qRe(p*v). From Eqs. (6.2) and (9.5) this is seen to be 
E0=«kcop. The coefficient of attenuation takes, there- 
fore, the form 

• = 4rnk-2Re(A 0+3A 0. (14.2) 

This formula implies the assumption that effects of 
the individual particles are additive. We shall examine 
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the properties that the medium must possess for the 
validity of this assumption in Sec. 17. 

Let us first consider the term depending on A t. The 
method used in Appendix A (Sec. 2) for calculating this 
term rests on the fact that the ratio gig (of the same 
order as k•/K •) is in our case a very small number. Under 
these circumstances the terms arising from the con- 
duction potentials may be neglected in the boundary 
equations n = 1. This means that the expression of A • is 
the same as in a nonconducting medium. Indeed the 
expression that results from the second term of (14.2) 
by substituting from Eq. (10.5) is 

•= 4rnkR•(1 - •)Re(iL/D). (14.3) 

The meaning of the symbols L and D was given in Eqs. 
(10.3). This expression of the viscous attenuation is 
identical with that derived by Epstein (1.c.) for the 
total coefficient of attenuation in a nonconducting 
medium. 

On the other hand, the part of the attenuation due 
to the coefficient A 0 in Eq. (14.2) largely depends on the 
heat conduction, since it is derived from the boundary 
conditions of order n= 0 into which the viscous poten- 
tials do not enter. Using Eq. (10.2) for the coefficient 
A0 and Eqs. (9.3) defining g and G, we find for the 
coefficient of thermal attenuation 

/8,=4•rn(3,-1)(a/q)R(1- •)•Re(I/F), (14.4) 

the function F being defined by Eq. (10.1). A closer 
investigation of the expressions (14.3) and (14.4) will be 
given in the next section. 

We should like to point out that the possibility of 
separating the attenuation into a viscous and a thermal 
part is entirely due to the smallness of the ratio k2/IU. 
The possibility exists whenever this condition obtains, 
quite independently of the size of the droplet. 

15. ADAPTATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR VISCOUS 
ATTENUATION 

The coefficient f/• takes a particularly simple form 
when both • and • are neglected. Physically, this means 
that the droplet is assumed to be perfectly rigid and 
infinitely heavy. This case was treated by Sewell 6 under 
restriction to a nonconducting medium. Indeed the 
limiting form of our expression (14.3) with •= e= 0, 

•, = 2rnkR•Reh•(c)/ho(C), 

is identical with Sewell's total results. 

In the problem of water droplets in air the actual 
magnitudes of our parameters are apparent from Table 
II where those data that are appreciably temperature 
dependent are given for 22øC. 

It is apparent that in our case the parameters /i, •, x 
are all small. However, the arguments b, ½, of our func- 
tions depend themselves on O, */, and r, and, therefore, 
the question of which terms are negligible cannot be 

See reference 1. 

Tasr. E II. Constants in air and in water. 

Air (unprimed) Water (primed) Dimension 

n 1.82X10 -4 1.10X10 4 
p 1.17X10 -a 1.00 

v=n/p 0.156 1.10X10 4 
r 5.80X 10 -• 1.43 X 10 -a 

Cp 0.240 1.00 
a= r/pCv 0.206 1.43 X 10 -a 

y 1.40 1.00336 
a 3.66X 10 -a 1.40X 10 -4 
q 3.44X 104 1.45X 10 • 
G - 1326 -5.05X 10 • 

•= p/p' 1.17X 10 -a 
• = n/n' 1.66X 10 -• 
x = r/r' 4.07 X 10 4 
GIG' 2.63 X 10 -• 

• = rG/r'G' 1.07 X l0 -• 
f/e 6.45 X 10 -4 
g/g• 84.0 

g cm -1 sec-1 
g cm -a 
cm • sec -z 

cal cm -• sec -• deg -t 
cal g-t deg-• 
crn 2 sec-1 

deg-• 
cm sec -1 

cm -• sec dee 

answered offhand but requires a careful examination. 
Because of the expressions (C 12) for the h(½) functions, 
the quantities L and D may be replaced without loss of 
generality by 

L'= (id-3c-3i)Q(c')+ •(l+ic)dj•(c'), ] 
D'=[-(2q-b)ic•-9•(c+i)•Q(c ') , • (15.1) 

+ •(b+2)(l+ic)c•j•(c ).J 

The important question is as follows: is it permissible 
to neglect the terms with the factor e whose numerical 
value is about 0.0167 Although we wish to cover a wide 
range (0.0004x<Rx<0.002; 1000rx<•ox<20,000r) the 
ratio of (1-t-/c) to the factors of Q(c') is not greatly 
different from 1 in the whole range. Everything depends 
therefore on the ratio of j•(c')/Q(c'). The analysis shows 
that this ratio is small for large c' and of the order 0.6 
for small c'. Hence, the neglect of the terms in question 
is fully justified in the region of relatively high fre- 
quencies and would involve an error of about one per- 
cent at low frequencies. Considering that the available 
measurements are affected with a much larger uncer- 
tainty and that the very foundations of our theory are 
not absolutely rigorous (Sec. 2), it would be pointless to 
aspire to a greater accuracy. We neglect further b where 
it is bracketed with 2 and use the notation 

½= (lq-i)z, d--2i•. 2, z= (to/2v)lR. (15.2) 

The result is the explicit expression for the coefficient 
/5,in terms of •. and R given as the formula (1.2) of the 
introduction. 

16. ADAPTATION OF THE EXPRESSION FOR 
THERMAL ATTENUATION 

To determine/5• of Eq. (14.4) the function F has to be 
evaluated. Substituting into its definition (10.1) the 
expressions of the Heine functions (C 11) and (C 12), we 
find 

, 1 sinb' ] F(b,b )= [1- lb- X}inb'- b'•cosb'J' (16.1) 
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TABLE III. Drop size data. 

Group Mean radius Number of drops 
j Ri(cm) ni(crn -a) 

1 3.75X10 -• 55 
2 6.25)< 10 -• 89 
3 10.0 X l0 s 121 
4 15.0 X 10 -• 38 
5 21.5 X10 -• 21 

n-324 

In interpreting the existing observations we have to 
cover wide ranges of the variables b and b'. If we intro- 
duce the notations 

b= (l+0y, b •= 2iy 2, y= (6a/2a)tR, 

(with analogous expression for the primed variables) 
the ranges in which we are interested are 

0.024x< yx< 0.782, 0.296x< y'x< 9.38. 

For small values of the parameter y' (up to y'= 1.20) 
the terms of (16.1) may be expanded into power series 
with the result 

F= 1 --y-0.2x 
+i[y-2y•-x(1.S/y'•+ 0.0045y'•)-1. (16.2) 

The real part of the reciprocal of this expression, 
which is needed for the attenuation, was determined 
numerically. The curve of Y, given in Fig. 1 was cal- 
culated in this way up to y'= 1.20 or y=0.1. For larger 
arguments it was calculated from the unadapted 
formula (16.1). In this region the results are in practical 
agreement with the simpler formula (1.3) of the intro- 
duction in which the second term of (16.1) is altogether 
neglected. The difference is nowhere larger than 1 
percent of 0, or than 0.3 percent of the total 0. 

17. COMPARISON WITH KNUDSEN'$ DATA 

The absorption of sound in fogs was experimentally 
studied by many physicists, but most of this work is not 
suitable for a close comparison with the theory because 
no analysis of drop size was made. In 1940, however, 
Knudsen ? carried out absorption measurements in 
artificially produced fog using the reverberation- 
chamber technique, and in this work the distribution in 
drop size was determined. These authors give a curve 
which permits of inferring the relative number of drops 
having radii in any interval of lengths; further they 
state that the total volume of all drops was 2.00)< 10 -8 
cm a per 1 cm a of the fog. 

To carry out the comparison, the drops were divided 
into five groups, the relative numbers of drops in each 
group were taken from Knudsen's curve and the abso- 
lute numbers inferred from them by adjusting them so 
as to make the sum of their volumes agree with Knud- 
sen's figure. The results are summarized in Table III. 

Seereference 3. 

The observed attenuations i• were given in decibels 
(db) per centimeter--i.e. in tenths of the dec/mal 
(instead of natural) logarithms of the transmitted 
intensities. Hence, the conversion ratio is 

•= 4.340= 4.34(•+0,). 

At each frequency the attenuations 0i were calculated 
for the individual groups, and the several 0i were added. 
The results and their comparison with the measured 
attenuations are given in Table IV and, in graphical 
form, in Fig. 2. 

It will be seen that the theoretical and the experi- 
mental attenuation curves show a parallel frequency 
dependence and agree quantitatively in the region of 
low frequencies. For higher frequencies the calculated 
points lie below the observed values. We wish to recall 
here that quite similar conditions obtain in the much 
simpler phenomenon of the attenuation 0D of compres- 
sional sound waves in homogeneous air, mentioned in 
Sec. 15. Measurements undertaken to test Kirch- 

hoff's formula (7.7) gave values of 0D materially higher 
than the calculated ones. This lack of agreement is now 
generally attributed to relaxation and to other second- 
ary effects. 8 It seems probable that the discrepancies in 
Table IV and in Fig. 2 are due to the same causes and 
thus rather confirm than weaken our theory. 

There remains to say a word in justification of the 
additive procedure of Sec. 14, where the total absorption 
was obtained by summing the individual absorptions of 
the droplets. The absorption is due to the damping of 
the viscous and thermal waves which takes place in a 
layer of the approximate thickness of 0.01 cm about the 
surface of the droplets. On the other hand, the mean dis- 
tance between neighboring fog droplets was over 0.1 
cm so that there is no overlapping of the critical region. 
The question is only to what extent the primary com- 
pressional wave is modified by the presence of the 
neighboring particles. The influence of the other 
particles is twofold; in the first place they all cooperate 
in producing a joint average effect of coherent scatter- 
ing. 9 It is easy to take this effect into account since it 
manifests itself merely in dispersion, that is in a change 

! 

2000 4000 6000 8000 
F/•tNOUtHC¾ •N CYCLES 

Fxo. 2. Cornparian of •reti• •d experimental at•nuafions. 

s See the summary in Ludwig Bergmann, Ultrasorties NAV- 
SHIPS 900, 167, pp. 281-300. 

9 First studied by Lord Rayleigh [Phil. Mag. 47, 377 (1899)] 
and N. Kasterin [Verslagen Amsterdam, 460 (1898)]. 
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of phase velocity. Under the conditions prevailing in 
Knudsen's fogs the effect happens to be negligible. On 
top of this average effect lie the irregularities which are 
due to the random distribution of the particles. It 
constitutes the ordinary or noncoherent scattering 
producing an attenuation which can be calculated from 
the quadratic terms of our expression (13.3). This con- 
tribution is, however, of the order of terms neglected 
elsewhere in our theory and, therefore, must be also 
considered as negligible. 

APPENDIX A 

Calculation of the Expansion of Coefficients 

I. Boundary equations of order n = 0 

In adapting the system (9.9) to the case n=0 we 
notice, in addition to the facts mentioned in text, that 
in our whole discussion a and a' are assumed to be small 

numbers so that a • and a '• may be neglected compared 
with 1. We can, therefore, use the simplified expression 
of jo(a), ho(a) and of their derivatives listed in Appendix 
C, as well as the relation jo'(x)-- -j•(x), 

A oi/a+ «A o'a '2- Bobh•(b) + Bo'b'jt(b') = «a •, 
A o(- i/a + 1) - A o'g'+ BoGho(b) 

-Bo'a'jo(O') = -g, 

Aorgi/aq-«Ao' r' g' a '2-- Borsbhx(b) (AI.1) 
+ Bo'r'a'b'j•(b') = «rga •, 

A 0n[d-- (d-- 4)i/a]- A 0'n'c '• 
+ Bo•[Mdho(b)- 2b•ho"(b) ] 
- Bo'n'[M'c'•jo(b ') - 2b'•jo"(b')] = - •d. 

If we divide the third equation by rG, we find 
that the terms with Bo, Bo' in it are of the same order 
as in the first, while the remaining terms in the third 
are of negligible order, being multiplied by the very 
small factors g/G, and g'/G (compare Table I). Hence, 
the third equation may be written as BorGbhx(b) 
--Bo'r'G'b'j•(b'), or using the abbreviations 

i=rG/r'G', •=n/n', •=p/o', (A1.2) 

as 

B0'= i[bht(b)/b'j•(b')']Bo. (A1.3) 

It should be pointed out that this relation holds also 
in the case where the conditions are reversed, so that the 
primed variables refer to air and the unprimed to water 
(air bubbles in water). We only would have to divide 
the third equation by •"G' in order to arrive at the same 
conclusions. 

We further introduce the symbols 

&= (1- •)bh•(0), , , , ] 
S•= no(O)-xon,(O)jo(b )/O j,(O ), • 
Sa= (Md+2b•)ho(O)- (,1,,- i/,)4on,!o), , / (AI.4) 

-(•/•)(M'•'•+ 2• •)•x(•)/0(b )/• j,(• ),J 
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TABLE IV. Comparison of calculated and observed attenuations 

•/2. • •r •(calc.) 
(cycles) (db/cm) (db/cm) (db/cm) (db/cm) 

500 1.00X10 -• 0.44X10 -• 1.44)<10 -4 (1.4q-0.2)X10 -4 
1000 1.17X10 -• 0.47X10 -• 1.64X10 -• (2.0q-0.3)X10 -• 
2000 1.31)<10 -• 0.50X10 -• 1.81XI0 -• (2.7q-0.4)X10 -• 
4000 1.44X10 -• 0.55X10 -• 1.99X10 -4 (2.9+0.4)X10 -• 
6000 1.55X10 -• 0.59X10 -• 2.14>(10 -• (3.5q-0.4)>(10 -• 
8000 1.60X10 -• 0.61>(10 -• 2.21XI0 -• (3.8q-0.4))<10 -• 

and we find after the elimination of 

.• oi/a+ 1.• o' a'•-- Bo& = «a•, 
.4o(g/a)(i/a- 1)+.4o'(g'!G)T Bo&=g/G,• (A1.5) 
• 0[(c •- 4)i/•- c•]+ c'c •0 - •, = •. J 

This system is convenient for solution by detemi- 
nants. Let A be the determ•ant of the system and 
A(A0), the determinant which results by replac•g the 
first column by the right sides of the equations. We •d 
then, 

aA= {g(i-a)c•/ •-g'[d(i-a)-4i]}S,•a 
+ { id/ •-l[d(i-a)-4i]a •}S• 

+ I Ig(i- a)a '•- g'i} Sa/G ;• (A1.6) 
A(A0) = (g/8-g')dXx/G-•(a•/•-a'•)dS• I 

+ l(ga'•- g' a•)Sa/aJ 

In transfoming these equations use was made of the 
relation 

,'•/•=•/•, (AL7) 

which follows from Eqs. (9.9) and (7.6). 
In the particular case when we consider water drop- 

lets in air, the functions S•, S•, Sa are all of the same 
order, since the numbers f, x and f/• are all small (see 
Table II • Sec. 15). In view of the extreme smallness 
of the factors g/G, g'/G and •, only the terms with S• 
A and with S• and S• in A(A0) must be reta•ed, whence 

•(•o) = i(a•- •'•)c•&/ •+ (g/s*)0- Oc•s,, (A•.9) 

s•ce •g'/g= •, according to Eqs. (8.2) and (9.3). The 
resulting expression for •e coefficient A0 is given 
Eq. (10.2) of the text. 

2. Boundary Equati•s of •der n = 1 

A simplification, similar to that of the case n= 0, can 
be carried out for all other orders, Indeed, upon exam•- 
ing the general system of (9.10) bounda• equatio• 
and, especially, upon compar•g the third and fourth 
equations, respectively, with the first and second, we 
find that in the third and fourth the coefficients with 

A x, A x' as well as the inhomogeneous terms are of 
negligible order. This leads to the conclusion that the 
terms B•, Bt' are of negligible order in all of the equa- 
tions. Hence, these terms can be omitted • the first two 
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and the last two equations, where the remaining terms 
are of a lower order. As in the preceding section, and for 
the same reasons as there, the simplification is equally 
valid in the reversed case when the roles of the primed 
and the unprimed medium are interchanged. 

The problem is thus reduced to a system of four 
equations instead of six. For n--1, the simplified 
system has the form 

a fi'(a) q- A •ah•'(a) -- 2C•h•(c) = A {a'j•'(a') -- 2C•'j•(c'), 
j•(a) q- A tht(a) -- CtFhx(c) q-cht'(c)-] 

= A/j,(a')- 
•[ a j2( a) q- A •h2( a) q-«C,c•hx " ( c) 

= ¾[A•'j,(a')+«C,'c'%"(c')], 
n { [(c'q- 2a')j,l(a) - 4aj,(a) ']- 4Gch2(c) } 

= */'{ A ,'E(c"q- 2a") jx(a') -- 4a'j,(a') ]-- 4Cx'c'j,(c') }. 

The equations become simpler if we handle them in 
the following way. We multiply the second equation, 
respectively, by --1 and by 2 and add it to the first 
From the fourth we subtract four times the third taking 
into account that a • is negligible compared with d. 

A xah•(a) q- C•ch•(c) - A l'a'j•(a') -- C•'c'j2(c') = - aft(a), 
&aho(a)- 2GCho(C) 

-- A •'a'jo(a') q- 2Cl' c'jo(c') = -- ufo(a), 
r/ca[A,h,(a) -- 2C,h,(c)] 

-- n'd•[A •'j•(a') -- 2C•'j•(d)'] = - 

- ¾[A,'a'jt(a')+«C,'d'j,(d)] = - naj2(a). 

We use now the approximate expressions for small 
values of a and neglect terms of order a • compared with 
1. Moreover, we make use of the abbreviations (A1.2) 
and (A1.7). 

- O, ] 
- 2Gch0(c) - A 2G'c'jo½') = - a',[ 

3SiA,/a•q-6SC,hx(½)q-Ax'a'-6Cx'j,(d) = Sa, • (A2.1) 

- «G'c"j,"(c') = 0. 

We multiply the first equation by • and subtract 
from the last. The result is a relation between the coeffi- 
cients C•' and C• which can be thrown into the form 

where Q(d) is a function defined in Eq. (10.3) of the 
text. This relation serves for the elimination of Cx'; 
the term with A • is eliminated by adding the second 
and the third equations. The remaining two equations 
contain only the variables A x and C• and can be readily 
resolved. The result, with respect to A x is given in 
Eqs. (10.3) and (10.5) of the text. Being a rigorous 
solution of the system (A2.1) these equations can be 
applied also to the case of bubbles in water. 

APPENDIX B 

Absorption Calculations 

1. Averaging with Respect to Time 

As stated in Sec. 6, all the linearized quantities are 
written in a complex form with omission of the time 
factor exp(-- ioot). The symbol Ref means thus 

Re[fexp(--icot)]= «If exp(-- i•ot)+f* exp(io•t)]. (BI.1) 

If we wish to find the time average of the product fF 
we have to multiply the expression (BI.1) with the 
analogous expression for F and then to average the four 
resulting terms. The two terms with the factors exp 
(-4-2ioJt) vanish in the averaging and there remains 

fF = i[fF*q-ffF-]= «Re(fF*) = «Re(J'F). (B1.2) 

2. Surface Integrals 

The integral in Eq. (11.2) must be extended over the 
infinite spherical surface. Hence, the only potential that 
needs to be considered is ½, and it has the form 

½= Y•(2n+ l)i'•(kr)P•(cosO),] (]tl.3) = Jd)+A 

According to Eq. (9.1), 

v,= --kY'.(2n+ 1)i'ta,'(kr)P,•(cosO), } vo= --(1/r)•(2n+ l)i•t•,(kr)dP,•/dO (BI.4) 
and according to Eq. (9.7), 

P,,= io• Oh,, 
P.o=--(2,k/r:) }' (B1.5) 

XZ(2nq-1)i'[kr•,d(kr)-- •,,]dPddOJ. 

The integrand of the integral in question can be 
written as v•P,,q-voP,o. We consider the first term, 
extending the integration over a sphere of radius r. 
Because of the orthogonality of spherical harmonics, 

= 2•rka•pr'-Re[iY• (2nq- 1) •o •' (kr) •, •* (kr) 3. 

But from Eqs. (B2.1) 

Re(/•o,' q,) = Re/[-(j dk •- j •h d)A •q- k •*h dA •*A •]. 

Because of the relations (C8)and the asymptotic 
expression (C14) 

Re(iq d •,*) = -- Re(A •q-A •1 •*)/k•. 
Hence 

---- -- 2•roo (p/k)Z (2nq- 1) (ReJ ,q- A ,dl ,*). 

The term voP, o gives no contribution because it 
vanishes in infinity, its integral being of the order 
(1/,•). 
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APPENDIX C 

Some Formulas from the Theory of 
Harmonic Functions 

1. Spherical Harmonics 

We shall need the following relations 
1 d 

&,=-aedao, l)en, (C.1) 
sin0 dO 

whence P• = 0. Further 

o'(P•)• sinOdO = 2/(2n+ 1). (C.2) 
2. Cylindrical Harmonics 

The radial factors R•(x) in the expansions (8.1) and 
(8.2)---comprising the two special cases j•(x) and h•(x) 
--satisfy the equation 

R•"+-2xR•'+ (1 n(n+l))R•=O. (C.3) 
They are known as Heine functions or as spher- 

ical Bessel functions. Their connection with the stand- 
ard cylindrical harmonics Zv(x ) is as follows, R•(x) 
= (d2x)tZ,,4t(x). In particular, 

j(x) = 
]t.(X) = ( •/2X) «IJ,•+« ½l)(x), (C.4) 

where ar• denotes the Bessel function and //• the 
Hankel function of the first kind. 

The following formulas hold for n/> 0, 

Of general validity are the formulas 

xR d+ (n+ 1)R • = xRn_•, 
xR,,'--nR,• = -- xR•+ •, 

x•R d'-- 2xR •_• = -- xa •+ (n+ 1) (n+ 2)R •, 
xZR•" + 2xR•+•= - x3R• + n(n- 1)R,,. 

Very useful are the following relations 

=ilx5 } h •(x)hd*(x) - h •*(x)kd(x) -- -- 2i/x •, 
(c.8) 

the second equation applies only to real arguments. 

3. Approximate Expressions for Small Arguments 

(Neglecting terms of order x •) 

jo=l ' -,_ a '- • 2o---•x, 2o =--•, [ 
'--ax 't , jl"-------lx,• (C.9) Jx--• , 21 

h,=--i/•, h,'=2i/e, h,"=--6i/e, • (C.10) 
h:=--3i/x •, h:'=9i/•, hd'=-3•/•.J 

4. Functions of Low Order 

sinx 1 / sinx \ } 1 3 3 
(c.11) 

(c.12) 

5. Asymptotic Expressions .for Large Arguments 

j•(x) = (- 1) • sin(x+Imr)/x, (C.13) 

h =(x) = i -•-x exp(ix)/x. (C.14) 


